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Abstract

Argonne National Laboratory (AND performed a series of ' d i t
calculations of the l imi t ing FLB transient presented in Appendix
15B to the CESSAR FSAR, supported by a l imited number of addi-
t ional calculations to investigate the sensi t iv i ty of the results
( in terms of peak primary reactor system pressure) to break area
and reactor t r i p time. The l a t t e r calculations were performed to
quantify potential benefits in credi t ing reactor t r i p on low stean
generator downcomer water l eve l , which occurs ear l ie r than the
t r ip shown in the l im i t ing FSAR transient, which tripped on high
pressurizer pressure. These calculations were performed to veri fy
the break spectrum results presented by C-E and to insure that C-E
did indeed analyze the l imi t ing transient. All of the ANL calcu-
lat ions were performed with RELAP5/MOD1 (cycle 18) using an input
deck developed at ANL from CESSAR plant data provided by C-E. In
th is paper we compare the results and pron'de insight into the
generic behavior of a Feedwater Line Break t-a

Combustion Engineering (C-E) submitted analysis of the l im i t ing feedwater

l ine break (FLB) transient for the C-E 3800 MW nuclear steam supply system as

Appendix 15B to the CESSAR FSAR.* Conservative i n i t i a l conditions and analy-

sis assumptions were u t i l i zed in the transient calculation which was performed

with the CESEC-II computer program. The l im i t ing transient was determined

from a series of parametric cases which are documented in the Appendix 15B.
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' ANL performed an audit calculation with RELAP5/MOD1 (Cycle 18)2 of this
l imit ing FLB transient. The results of this audit calculation are presented
and compared to the corresponding CESSAR results. In addition, ANL performed
some supporting calculations to investigate the sensitivity of the results to
break area and reactor t r ip time.

A plant model of the CESSAR plant was developed for the RELAP5/MOD1 code;
the nodalization diagram is presented in Fig. 1. In i t ia l conditions for the
deck were consistent with the values assumed in the CESSAR calculation and the
CESSAR data provided in Reference 3 as much as possible. In addition, the
accident analysis assumptions uti l ized in CESSAR were replicated in the audit
calculation as much as was feasible. However, some limited variance from the
C-E in i t ia l conditions and analysis assumptions v/as necessary and these are
discussed in the paper.

Starting from the steady-state in i t ia l accident analysis conditions, the
transient was ini t iated by opening the break path in the feedwater piping.
The break area was adjusted so that the in i t ia l break flowrate computed by
RELAP5 matched the in i t i a l break flowrate in the CESSAR FLB transient. Coin-
cident with the b<"eak in the feedwater piping, all feedwater flow to both
steam generators was assumed to be terminated. The primary system pumps were
tripped due to an assumed loss of onsite and offsite electrical power
following reactor t r i p .

There were differences in the transient break flowrate results even
though the in i t ia l b^eak flowrates matched. This is due primarily to di f-
ferences between the CESEC-II and RELAP5 models for the steam generator sec-
ondary system; CESEC-II uses a single volume whereas the RF.LAP5 model was
composed of nine volumes in the tube bundle and steam dome region with addi-
tional volumes to •"epresent the steam generator downcomer region.

In both the code calculations, there is a drastic reduction in prirnary-
to-secondary heat transfer during the early portion of the transient. The
CESSAR calculation assumed that the primary-to-secondary heat transfer con-
f i d e n t was at i ts fu l l Dower value until the steam generator liquid inventory
was depleted. This assumption conservatively delays reactor tr ip until the



ruptured steam generator can no longer remove any energy. RELAP5 computes the
primary-to-secondary heat transfer as a function of the local hydraulic and
thermodvnamic conditions, and indicates that the reduction in heat transfer is
rapid as the tubes uncover. Therefore the CESSAR assumption may not be as
overly conservative as CE suggests. Furthermore, the RELAP5 prediction is
supported by SEMISCALE FLB transient tests S-SF-1, S-SF-2 and S-SF-3.4

Although the timing was slightly different, the resultant heatup and
pres^urization of the primary system predicted by these two codes showed close
agreement, in terms of the peak system pressures. There were some differences
in the post-trip primary system pressure transients which are related to
differences in the predicted response of the steam generators and the primary
coolant system flowrates. The primary system pressure profiles are compared
In Figure 2.

ANL performed a series of parametric cases with RELAP5 to investigate the
sensitivity of the peak transient reactor coolant system pressure to
variations in the break area and the reactor trip time. The former
calculations parallel a similar study performed by C-E and reported in
Appendix 15B of the CESSAR FSAR, while the latter study investigated the
potential benefit of crediting an earlier reactor trip on steam generator
downcomer water level.

Using the normalization factor developed to determine the break area for
the RELAP5 audit calculation which resulted in the same initial break flowrate
as CESEC-II, a number of additional RELAP5 calculations were performed to
reproduce the C-E break area spectrum study. These cases focused only on the
peak primary system pressure. These results confirm the trend predicted by
C-E, and indicate that C-E did indeed analyze the limiting FLB transient in
Apoendix 15B of the CESSAP FSAR.

The second set of calculations investigated the effect of earlier reactor
trip on the peak primary system pressure. The C-E calculation in Appendix 15B
did not take credit for a reactor trip on low steam generator downcomer water
leyel, but instead conservatively delayed reactor trip until the high pres-
surizer pressure trip setpoint was reached. A series of RELAP5 cases was run



in which the reactor t r i p signal was generated at various arbitrary steam

generator mass inventory values. The results were categorized in terms of the

peak reactor coolant pressure values. Tripping the reactor on a low downcomer

water level signal prior to dryout of the ruptured steam generator reduced the

peak reactor coolant system in comparison to the l im i t i ng case presented in

Appendix 15B.

In conclusion, ANL audit calculations with RELAP5/M0D1 of the l im i t i ng

FLB transient indicate that the C-E results for the same transient obtained

with the much simpler CESEC-II computer code are conservative. The major

conservative assumptions u t i l i zed by C-E in the FLB transients analysis

include: conservative estimation of the break flowrate and enthalpy; delay of

heat transfer degradation unti l depletion of ruptured steam generator l i qu id

inventory; not taking credit for low steam generator downcomer water level

reactor t r i p ; and delaying the Emergency Feedwater Actuation Signal unt i l the

l i qu id mass inventory in the ruptured steam generator is depleted. In

addi t ion, parametric calculations by ANL with RELAP5 ver i f ied the general

trend of the C-E break spectrum study and indicates that C-E did analyze the

l im i t i ng break area. Final ly , a second series of calculations with RELAP

indicated the benefit of credit ing a reactor t r i p on steam generator downcomer

water level prior to reaching the high pressurizer pressure t r i p setpoint. By

taking credit for an ear l ier reactor t r i p , the peak reactor coolant system

pressure was reduced.
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F1g. 1. RELAP Plant Model for Audit Calculation of the Limiting CESSAR FLB transient.
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Fig. 2. Comparison of Peak Reactor Coolant System Pressures for CESSAR and RELAP5
calculations.



DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the
United States Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency
thereof, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or
assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or use-
fulness of any information, apparat-s, produce, or process disclosed, or represents
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any spe-
cific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufac-
turer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof.
The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or
reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof.


